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I was really happy about the Alkacon repeater, but it was not handy
anymore. I have an Orange LTE Base Station and a Meraki WAP1 v1.3 AP
and this setup worked really well for me for a while. Now however I want
to go with a less complicated setup, so I have come up with this setup. I
will not say which vendors are required, but it is an idea that they have.
You can build it yourself if you have a lot of Raspberry Pi's. I have used

two RPI's and two computers to do this. It requires quite some research to
get the right links and firmware, but I was happy about the outcome. I had
to search for: Device for signal injection device driver for the test software

Output device for the test software Freeradius Network/Server Software
for signal injection Software for RPI (PiTFT) Software for my Iphone
(Delivox) Hardware for test software Links to do all the stuff Special

thanks to: Stephan Gabrielius PC Zumiez Michael Meier Martijn Ijsselbos
fubar9.com (very helpful with design) Pine64 (for the RPI) Share Ahsanul
Haque I am interested in making a wireless phone device in a small form
factor. Any suggestions on where to start with this? I am not interested in
following custom design bussiness or something like that. I want the final

product be as small as possible (in profile and weight). Are there any
companies/markets who make wireless devices in a small form factor? If
yes, I have no idea how to go about this. And btw, have you checked the
latest version of the PINE64 Linux? If you have to go with arm SoC, why

not buy a Raspberry Pi? Hi, I'm interested in the same thing, but my
budget is only limited to about $30. I wonder if I can get some good gear

from Amazon for that price? Any suggestions where to look for the parts? I
do have access to a electronic workshop, so I can put all of these parts
together. But I'm looking for a product name for this device. Would you

have one? Kuzimouki please set the board in dmesg on a /
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